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the cross-border terrorism is a problem of geopolitics, of the divided
communities on the border. it is the question that is asked when the
border is on the indian television screen and there is no negotiation. the
film shows how much the terrorist is willing to destroy himself for his
cause. this leads to a film like mission kashmir (2000), starring jackie
shroff, who plays hilal, a terrorist who makes an impression. he is the
serious, dark-eyed man, who is willing to die for his cause. he is certainly
a terrorist. he is a modern man who wishes to be a protagonist as well as
a villain. in the film hilal is a nationalist, not for kashmir, but for the
terrorist cause of himself, for india, for the nation. hilal is the type of
indian man that can create a nation; he is the ideal terrorist. hindi is the
official language in jammu and kashmir and the kashmiri language is
one of the languages spoken here. however, this state has a muslim
majority. you need to be careful not to talk about kashmiris when you're
talking about people who are of kashmiri descent but speak other
languages and identify themselves with the religion of their ancestor
state. it is easy to be liberal in a colonised society. it's not easy in the
jewish societies in europe and not always easy in the west. there was a
period in the west when we all united in the name of freedom and that
was uplifting. but it's a very precarious place to be. i'm going to say
something very, very dumb in two minutes. it's a modern cultural
phenomenon. 'indian england' is a term you've used. but surely we're
not english. we're actually pakistani or bangladeshi. so that feeling of
being english, again, is sometimes manufactured by a different people.
this has happened in other former colonies. we've all undergone it.
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in sarfarosh (1999), another johny depp film, another cross-border
terrorist, this time a national terrorist, is played by vincent ds'e, a

genuinely indian actor from delhi, who has no connection with kashmir,
pakistan or the war there. he isn't young, much older than the actor who
plays the hero and the two are nothing alike. but he is deadly. he says in
the film that terrorists should target the heart because it is the weakest

point. they must not be a nuisance to the nation. they should be a
threat. this is the view taken by terrorism in indian films since the

nineties: the terrorists are good, but they need to kill so that the rest of
the country can live in peace. the cross-border terrorism is also an idea,

a debate: one particular view is as acceptable as another. when it
appears in cinema, the debate is highly topical, setting off a war of ideas
between the people who want to nuke pakistan or kill their terrorists or
dig up the remains of the terrorists who killed our soldiers so they could
be shown at the next bollywood film. who was responsible for the army's
death, the army or the terrorists? should we ever know? the first johny

depps film, lipstick (1995), is a cross-border film set in india. it concerns
a pakistani terrorist. a dangerous place (1994) had a similar theme,

where a kashmiri terrorist, played by deepak dobriyal, tries to destroy
the people of india. in love story (1992) an indian woman is involved in

anti-pakistan terrorism. in roja (1992) a pakistani terrorist tries to
smuggle weapons to the terrorists in kashmir. is terrorism a conflict of
foreign causes, a war between two religions or a modern issue in which

there is no place for religion? 5ec8ef588b
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